In early 2015, the Condor Team partnered with the subject matter experts from the Southern California based tactical company Covered 6, to design, test, and evaluate the Condor Elite line of products. Covered 6 accepted the challenge and has been providing input on cutting edge innovative gear that supports the missions of first responders, military, and security professionals all over the world. The Covered 6 team maintains a network of humble professionals, who draw upon real world experience obtained in austere environments. These experienced operators, trainers, and consultants have backgrounds in law enforcement, military, private security and extreme outdoor adventure.

The Covered 6 | Condor Elite Team share the same desire to create products that exceed the market standard and still remain available for those who need it most. This mindset and commitment to excellence has formed a collaboration that makes it better....because it has to be.
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LCS VANQUISH ARMOR SYSTEM

Accepts Medium or Large ESAPI plates up to 10” x 13”

201139 SIZE // 34” – 50” Waist adjustable sizing

Presenting the patent pending Elite LCS Vanquish. Feature packed with state-of-the-art Condor Proprietary LCS material which enhances durability & reduces weight. The Elite LCS Vanquish starts out in a minimalist form that can be disguised under jacket and can also be configured to meet any mission requirements or user preference with its versatile & adaptive design.

FEATURES //

› Adjustable hypalon shoulder strap
› QD female buckle for mag panels (Sold separately)
› Adjustable waist strap with quick cinch adjustment
› Loop strips on front panel for mag panels (Sold separately)
› Removable air-flow back padding
› Easy access plate pockets
› Emergency drag handle

COLOR //

001 002 098

EMERGENCY DRAG HANDLE // AIR-FLOW BACK PADDING // HYPALON SHOULDER STRAP //

All accessories are sold separately

1 LCS TRIPLE MAG PANEL

221154

› Three built-in pouch that will hold three 5.56 M4
› Condor unique downward opening flap design
› Bungee retention strap

2 LCS MODULAR CUMMERBUND

221153

› Laser cut slots for modular attachments
› Mesh lining for better ventilation
› Built-in soft armor pocket will accept 6” x 12” or 6” x 14” soft armor
› Includes bungee cord and cord lock
› Available in M/L or XL/XXL

Accepts Medium or Large ESAPI plates up to 10” x 13’
The Condor Elite Fail Safe blends function and style. The streamlined design allows users to blend into urban surroundings. With strategically placed hidden pockets to keep all of your gear organized, this double duty assault pack will keep you mobile, comfortable, and efficient on the most rigorous missions, or on your weekend adventures.

**FEATURES //**
- Constructed with Mil-Spec 500 Denier Cordura® fabric
- YKK® zippers throughout the pack with paracord pulls
- Air-flow system on the back to maximize ventilation
- Sternum and size compression straps
- Detachable hidden rain cover with storage pocket
- Rhino skin drag handle
- Side pocket with hook & loop closure on both sides

**COLOR //**
- 002
- 018
- 019

**FAIL SAFE PACK**

**111099**  
**SIZE //** 21”H x 13”W x 6.75”D  
**VOLUME //** 16L
The Condor Elite Sector Sling Bag was designed from the ground up as an everyday carry, with the ability to go from covert to tactical in a moment’s notice. Its sleek lines keep a low profile, while comfortably carrying a variety of daily essentials and mission specific gear. Form and function at its best.

**FEATURES //**
- Constructed with Mil-Spec 500 Denier Cordura® fabric
- YKK® zippers throughout the pack with paracord pulls
- Swivi-Lockster buckle to connect sling and waist strap
- Concealed carry pocket with quick access slot
- Main compartment with soft armor pocket
- Integraed buckle for sling attachment
- Second pocket with hook & loop for modular accessories

**COLOR //**
- 002
- 018

**CONCEALED CARRY POCKET //**
- 10" x 12" PLATE POCKET //
- INTEGRATED SLING BUCKLE //
The new Condor Elite Draw Down Waist Pack is an innovative remake of the old standby. The “fanny pack” has been around for years and its ability to discreetly carry a weapon is undeniable. The Draw Down Waist Pack had been radically re-designed to be used as a covert support pack that can carry everyday items, as well as tactical items, like a handgun, extra pistol/rifle magazines, and less lethal EDCs.

**FEATURES**

- Constructed with Mil-Spec 500 Denier Cordura® fabric
- YKK® zippers throughout the pack with paracord pulls
- Air-flow system on the back to maximize ventilation
- Identification pull out loop panel
- Concealed carry main compartment
- Changeable belt system with hook & loop closure

**COLOR**

- 002  
- 027

**SIZE**

7.25”H x 14.25”W x 2.75”D
FRONTIER OUTDOOR PACK

111074 SIZE // 18”H x 11”W x 7”D VOLUME // 20L

Being quick and nimble is also an important factor when finishing a job out in the field. Without holding you back, the Frontier's compact build provides considerable mobile prowess and doesn't sacrifice any of the superior features you will come to expect of the Elite's pack line. You won't just be prepared to enjoy a trek through the great outdoors, but also be ready to conquer any urban exploration.

FEATURES //
- Constructed with Mil-Spec 500 Denier Cordura® fabric
- YKK® zippers throughout the pack with paracord pulls
- Rhino skin bottom and drag handle for abrasion resistance
- Air-flow system on the back to maximize ventilation
- Sternum and side compression straps
- Hydration pocket fits up to 2.5L bladder
- Detachable waist belt

COLOR //
- 002
- 018
- 019
- 004

FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZER // RHINO SKIN BOTTOM // 15" LAPTOP COMPARTMENT //

888.508.1792 // CONDOR-ELITE.COM
TITAN ASSAULT PACK

111073  SIZE // 22.5"H x 17.5"W x 8"D  VOLUME // 40L

As the premier assault pack for the Elite line, the Titan excels in form and function. The Titan Assault Pack represents the forefront in organized combat, giving you the space and comfort you need to keep your performance at its peak. Whether the mission demands quick reconnaissance, the prolonged travel, or a combination of both, the Titan’s elements are dynamic, durable, and most importantly, reliable.

FEATURES //
- Constructed with Mil-Spec 500 Denier Cordura® fabric
- YKK® zippers throughout the pack with paracord pulls
- Rhino skin bottom and drag handle for abrasion resistance
- Air-flow system on the back to maximize ventilation
- Sternum and side compression straps
- Laptop pocket fits up to 15” laptops
- Padded detachable waist belt

COLOR //
002  019  008

FRONT ACCESS //
FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZER //
2.5L BLADDER POCKET //
The Condor Metropolis Briefcase is the tool you need to become the office conquerer. Whether you’re working in the board room or in the field, you can be sure to have space to properly store documents, gadgets, and essential tools to get the job done.

**FEATURES //**
- Constructed with Mil-Spec 500 Denier Cordura® fabric
- YKK® zippers throughout the pack with paracord pulls
- Rhino skin bottom and drag handle for abrasion resistance
- D-Rings on front and back for loose attachments
- Organizer pouch with hidden ID panel
- Large fleece-lined laptop sleeve with velcro secure tabs
- Adjustable shoulder strap

**COLOR //**
- 002
- 019

**SIZE //** 12"H x 17"W x 8"D

**VOLUME //** 16L

**QD PISTOL MAG POUCH**

**221113**

**SIZE //** 4.25"H x 1.5"W

**FEATURES //**
- Accessory for Condor Elite Sector Sling Bag or Draw Down Waist Pack
- Elastic pocket to adjust to mag size
- Hook backing for attachment to loop panels

**COLOR //** 027

**QD M4 MAG POUCH**

**221114**

**SIZE //** 5.5"H x 2.75"W

**FEATURES //**
- Accessory for Condor Elite Sector Sling Bag or Draw Down Waist Pack
- Elastic pocket to adjust to mag size
- Hook backing for attachment to loop panels
- Removable hook and loop flap cover for non-magazine items

**COLOR //** 027

**RHINO SKIN BOTTOM /// BACK COMPARTMENT /// ORGANIZATION POCKET ///**
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